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CHAP'IER I 
TrlE PROBLEll'l 
Stetement of the problem. 1he problem is to develop 
a set of criteria to evaluH te the hHndwri ting area of en 
ele!'lentary school. 1'he criteria consists of specific stHte-
ments indicHting desireble conditions and procedures present 
in effective teaching of handwriting. Such stPtements should 
furnish a means for tePchers to examine and evaluate the 
effectiveness of their own work. 
Justifies tion of the problem. 'reachers of today must 
use procedures which will produce handwriting of sufficient 
stendPrds to l:ost a lifetime. The eim of this bvaluative 
Criteria is to point out strengths end o.eficiencies in the 
teaching of hPndwriting. It is hoped to provide iooformation 
by which teP cners 2nd administr~> tors mBy determine wile tner 
their school is contributing to the mPximum development of 
the child. 
tiuggett and Millard1 feel th2t evaluation is not a 
process of appraising educPtive effort in terms of pernH'nent 
objectives, but, rPther, a process of matching prectices to 
changing needs. 1'eachers in the Elementrry School hPve seen 
the extensive use and the great value of the Evaluative 
1 rluggett, Albert J., 2nd Ivdllerd, Cecil v., Growth and 
Le~'>rnin in the ElementPry School. (Boston: D. c. rienth Co.-,-
Criteria developed by t;le Co-oper!' ti ve Stud;' of tile Ge cond~ry 
,, 
II 
11 School Stend!'rds, and feel ti~,at the Ble:,:entrry School, too, 
il 
I; 
II 
I 
i 
neecl.s to detorr'Jine its present status befor'e r·rc GVcTrll im-
provement cen be effected which will rrise efficiency. 
7ePchers e.re interested in t11e tot~l educrtional 
·:Jfferinc:s to better weet tile :':teeds of tl1e chiloren. ~i u This is 
I 'I 
II 
II 
es;oeciPlly true in :.wnj.nriting. J..:"liS tool is vrlurblo insofer ,I 
'I li 
'I !I 
=! 
PS it en2bles one to express thoughts in P lii,<;hly ind i vieiue 1 
manner. 1-'eF cl1.ers nrust of necessit~ c~oose e L1et1100 for in-
!I structing ci1ildren to write with mexi~um efficiency. 
il 
.riPnd-
writing hes evolved to its present stage by successive 
I 
,I 
!I 
I' 
ii 
I 
'I I, ,, 
'I 
:I developments. It is hoped thet these checklist 2nd 
'I 
eve lun ti ve ii 
I 
items concerning hcndv:riting will contribute to the furt,ler 
~ development end !! I! 
il 
I 
" 
im~·_:,ro ve1i1en t s in i~;struction. 
I 
il 
I 
'I 
I 
:1 
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CdAP'.:1m II 
hEVIEW Ol<' RESEAhC.t:l 
Introduction. Handwriting is one of the Language Arts 
thflt is being taught in a half-hearted manner. To attempt to 
correct such a long standing fcult in the schools is a cnallenge 
:and a problem to educetors. Wilen school Pdministretors take tne
1 
! time to really study the problem of correcting poor handwriting, I 
as some of the other :..Pnguege Arts heve been studied and cor-
rected, snother milestone will hsve been reached in the field 
' :of education. 
3sndwriting is so closely connected with all school sub-
jec ts that it should be considered F, s s mR jar instrument in 
.the lenrning process. ~erely learning to write should not be 
sufficient. Handwriting necessitates a great deal of painstak-
ing prPctice, and when the b~>sic principles i:wve been firmly 
esteblished, legible writing snould be the result. Even though 
. -
the writing of Pn individual who has hAd proper training de-
:generPtes, it may be brought back with some practice. Legi-
,bility without fluency in ,landwriting is of little value. The 
effectiveness of any hendwriting system is measured by the 
upil 1 s ability to simul teneously write and ttlink. Cnlligraphy 
is left free to express the individuality of the writer. The 
child is more importent thsn any particulnr system. 
History. It appesrs that in the United States the 
el'rliest form of modern handwriting was Spencerian. This was 
developed by Platt R. Spencer, who was a self-tBught resident 
of East Fishkill, New York. rie developed the slopin,s, semi-
angular script with shade lines and fine flourishes which 
was pre.cticed about 1850. 
'J'here were mtomy imitators of the Spencerian style but 
probably the most popular was the ZBner-Bloser method. It 
came into use about 1890 and is still one of the leading hand-
writing systems in use today. Elmer Viard Bloser was one of 
the instructors in the Spencerian Institute of Business. 'ilhen 
Bloser was only nineteen i1e wss known es the "Boy \'/onder Pen-
man". He added still heevier lines to the Spencerien System; 
thus producing e.n outstendingly beautiful form of calligraphy 
with precision and flourishes. This writing WI"S done by force 
and used practice.lly the whole foreerm. 
The PRlmer Method made its debut into nRndwriting 
about 1906. It RdvocRted erm movement with monotonous 11 push-
pull,11 "ovals," and 11 loop 11 drills. Much of this has been 
abandoned today, yet it appears that the 1-almer r.lethod is 
still one of the lerding systems used in public schools tod!ly. 
The "Vertical" style of writing lested for a very brief 
time only. The RinehPrt Functional i11ethod of htmdwri ting 
appears to heve gained a certain amount of popularity in 
this section of ;:ew England. The Ayers Scoring Scale in 1iand-
writing is alwl'lys used in meny schools. 
;de.nuscript Writing was introduced in the United States 
I 
II 
'I 1! 
4 
in 1921 from England. Tlle modernized form of Lanuscript iiri t-
ing w11s used by medieval scribes. 'Ihe word "manuscr•ipt" comes 
from two Latin words meaning manual scribe. J,,anuscript •lrit-
ing was at first only popular in progressive or privPte 
schools. Now it is used in most :~odern primary schools, public 
or private. 1'he debatable question is wnether a child sl-u>ll 
be taught first manuscript or cursive, and if so, wnen does he 
change to cursive. 'Ihe word "cursive" comes from tne ._.etin 
word meaning to run. A discussion of the a.ppPrent trend of 
changing from manuscript to cursive will be found in this 
chapter under 11 Liethods." 
Content. Even the progressive school recognizes the 
fact that in modern society the ability to write is highly 
essential. Changes in teaching procedur·e End time allotment 
grow out of changed points of view in educational philosophy 
i 
and psychology rather than out of any minimizing of the im- 11 
portance of being able to write well. 2 It is true tnPt tnere 11 
is less Pnd less time being devoted to formEl drill exercises i 
in writing. On the other hand much more considerRtion is being] 
given to the development of writing in every school situation I 
in which there is a need for this ability. I 
! Huggett and !v:illerd report te1at the writing activity 1 
I 
should be called upon in relation to purposes in connection I 
v;ith content subjects or with projects which combine these 
2i,:acomber, Freeman G., Guiding Child Development in the 
Elementary School. (Boston: American Book Co., l84l), p:ZO~ 
5 
subject-matter fields. 3 They feel there is but little justi-
fication for formal writing activity at the fifth or sixth 
~ grade level. 7nere writing has become a skill to be used and 
as such it must be trught. They feel, rlso, tnat the time 
devoted to h8.ndwri ting should be given over- to instruction es 
. 4 
the child sees the need for it. Since i:trndwriting is an 
integral :orec of the ~anguage Arts, liug;o;et and Eillard conclude 
that functional expression in connecti'm with sctual experience 
best teaches the use of language. Writing plays an importrnt 
pe.rt in grBmmBr, spelling and composition wilich are of vrlue 
only as they contribute to the basic goal of better communicn-
tion.5 
Drill in hBndwriting is not to be neglected as need 
is shown in connection with actual siturtions which can be 
highly motivated. The entire '-'enguage Arts need to be bBsed 
on refll experiences. Ho one ever wrote well or spoke well on 
8 topic about w :tich he knew :1othing or for wttich he had no 
interest or emotion. Macomber feels that wost of tne writing 
practice will be obtBined in the preparr tion of reports, tnernes 
and other mrnuscripts rather than formel drill exercises. 6 
Most authorities agree that primary emphasis must be 
given to legibility. Speed of writing is next to be stressed 
3 
4 
5 
,iuggett andliiillard, op. cit., p. 169 
Ibid., p. 170 
Ibid . , p . l 71 
6 
because it is of practical value that legible handwriting be 
produced as rapidly as possible without strein. Because of 
the intensely practical nBture of handwriting, it becomes 
necessAry to put quality or ap1;errance next for emphasis. 
i:iildreth feels that intensive trRining does not offset mental 
limitations and that mess drills are inefficient and wasteful.7 
Instead of merely teaching "writing" most teachers aim 
to teach ch.ildren, thus applying e t least s orne of the prin-
1 
1 ciples of child psychology. Reliance is pleced increasingly 
! 
upon inner mPturation of the mental e.nd motor capacities to 
take care of handwriting. dildreth says that the best results 
are not obtained when v1riting is trested in isolation from 
1 other skills, but PS an integrRl part of the l.,anguage Arts 
:area.8 Macomber feels that the ability to write is best 
developed in functional situations. 9 Handwriting is a tool 
to convey one's thoughts and idess Rnd interests and must ever 
be considered in that light. ,Ie feels, also, thrt a child 
I 
;will develop the ability to write correctly only as he is con- i-
, 
ltinuously in situations where need is felt to express himself 
i 
1 in writing. 
Lee and Lee believe that the beginning of writing by 
,
1
any s -'stem should erise from the desire of the children to 
II 1~----..,7=--d-i_l_d_r-eth, Gertrude, Learning the 1'hree R's. (lJin-
neapolis: Educational Publishers, Inc., 1936), p:-rr3 
I 
8 Ibid •• p. 237 
9 Macomber, op. cit., p. 207 
7 
write. Children should learn to write in a natural 
The present emphasis is on handwriting PS a tool. .Legible 
handwriting is still a necessity and it is the responsibility 
of the ElementPry School to develop it. The product is the 
important thing, not the form used. 11 
Writing on pAper includes letters to absent C1lildren, 
invitAtions to mothers, riddles and short stories. Some 
san:ples of the writing 2re kept in ino.iviaunl folders. 
Children enjoy looking Pt these and noting their own improve-
ment. Thank you letters to other classes for c0urtesies ex-
tended and records of what is done in different units of work 
can be written. Other functional writing could be records of 
stories, d2ily plans, invitations, and rhyme books. 
B'reeman says, 11 Tne development of handwriting in the 
,/ 
child is governed not only by the general lPws of habit forma-
tion as applied to tnis particulFr process, but elsa by the 
laws of the development of moto\e[. capacity in the child. 1112 
Hildreth finds the isol2tion of handwriting skill does not im-
ply that writing, spelling and composition have no relFtionship 
and Rre to be trePted seper10tely in tne curriculum. 13 She also 
10 Lee, J·, Murray, and Lee, Doris lll., The Child and His 
Curriculum, (New York: D. Appleton Century Co-.-,-1940), Gnapters 
x and XI 
,...,.._ ll 
~ -:"· Macomber, 6p. cit., p. 207 
Tesch 
to 24 
12 F'reeman, 
Handwriting. 
}'rank N., 
(Boston: 
and Dough tery, l.Iary 1. , How to , 
Houghton l.iifflin Co., 19rr3/,pp.lll 
I 
I 
I 13 2 rlildreth, Op. cit., p. 18 
I 
II 
8 
) 
believes in discnrding PS much of the eccessory drill in hsnd-
'ti 'bl 14 wr1 ng as possl e. 
I.Iethocts. dugget and r•iills,rd find th2t Cflildren who 
require r.,echs,1icFl or technicel help Hith pl"o ,lems of form2-
tion or slant csn be hPndled in the ''skill and drill'' period 
v/nich is devoted to helping individu~l cllil(ren on YH'iting 
problems recognized tnroush the evclu:otion of their over>'ll 
hPndwriting PCtivity, 15 i.;acomber Stctes thrt [';Ui::i:once in 'irrit-
ing is lPrgely determined by the individurc•l needs E:nd proi;ress 
in writing is l8rgely rn individuPl mstter. 16 "ie rlso stresses 
9 
the importance of eacn pupil reRlizins J:1is own stron2, Pnd \iesk V 
points in writing; tnr•t he hrve B desire to L,prove; rnd thrt 
he be encour~rced to check nis progress r t freque.'lt L1tervrls 
eg2inst Fn accept2ble ~riting 17 scale. rrhe ter cher saoulc~ be 
careful not to jump to the conclusion thet there rre no lerrn-
ing principles wnich rpply to the writing process. 18 
.. :uch time is •Nested in i1Pndwriting instruction ti1rough 
the common metnod of terching the subject, insterd of terci1ing 
the specif'l rctivities L>rough which skill in nriting is 
developed. ::iilcireth sPys tllRt indivici.U8ls differ in po~sible 
attoinments of hrndwriting skill PS they do in rny other 
--~;r-----
Ibid., p. 236 
15 
Hugget end killerd, Op. cit., p. 169 
16 
,,,acomber, vp. cit., p. 208 
17 
==:== 
ectivity. 19 The child is more important then Pny writing 
system. Instead of tesching "writing" we now teach children. 
~ Every success of a pupil becomes a stimulating in-
centive to work for the next gosl. West ssys that for the 
tescher esch goal sets a very definite unit of individual 
instruction and guidsnce of the pupil's practice. 20 Pupils 
exhibit a wide range of ability in penmanship. Some are very 
good in one or more of the skills thet go to make the totsl 
of handwriting ability though poor in certein other skills. 
An inspection will reveel the class end individual needs. 
Hildreth has norms to show that hllndwriting quality and in-
telligence test scores show zero correletion, but there appeArs 
to be some slight positive correlation between writing and 
drawing skill. 21 Thus handwriting instruction must be care- ./ 
fully adapted to individual needs, interests and tAlents. 
Hildreth hes found a great variation in the rate with 
) which cnildren pr.ss through the stages of skills in hPndwrit-
1 22 She believes the wise teacher uses the writing period I ing. 
1 for individuPl di~.gnosis, edjustment and correction. 23 
I 
I 
Readiness. Hildreth believes thet cnildren who 112ve 
19 Ibid. , p • 232 
20 West, Paul v., Remedial and F'ollow-Up Work. (Bloom-
ington, Illinois: Public School Pu-oTish1ng Co.,~6). 
21 
Hildreth, Op. cit., p. 227 
22 ~·· p. 229 
23 ~·· p. 239 
10 
difficulty in copying tend to be slow in lePrning to write, o 
since there is a high correlation in the coordinRtion required. 
In handwriting there are both motor and perceptual compo·cents 
which must normally mature if the child is to profit from 
writing lessons. 2~ Dr. Decroly, a Belgisn educator, found 
that children lerrned to write more ensily when they are copy-
ing or writing real words; when they spend time drilling on 
scprrate strokes or even on sepsr~te letters of the alphabet. 25 
Children make the best progress in lePrning to write when 
practice in handwriting is linked to meaningful expression. 
Writing then becomes An easy accomplishment instead of a nerve 
racking struggle. 
Manuscript or print style writing is the proper for.m 
for beginners because of the simplicity of the letter forms 
and nonjoined letters. Learning to write is not a mechanical, 
lower level reflex response, but a thinking process. 26 rlild-
reth and most authorities feel that not all children Pre 
equally ready for handwriting instruction at the same 27 age. 
Quality and speed. All authorities agree that intelli-
gence quotient does not affect the quBlity of handwriting. 
24 Hildreth, Gertrude, Readiness for School Beginners. 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Bookco.-;-195U), p.328 
25 ~., p. 328 
26 Ibid • ' p • 329 
27 Hildreth, Gertrude, LePrning' the Three R's. (Min-
neapolis: Educational Publishers, Inc.,~36), p.~9 
28 Ibid., p. 231 
11 
An attitude toward writing and purpose have definite influence I 
on the quality of the hendwriting. The alignment, form and siz 
of hendwriting wer·e found to be tne three poorest phases snown 
on deily writings teken from mPny schools. West feels that 
speed and quality should progress together. 29 i.Jndue emphasis 
on speed ca.n only result in a neglect of s~tisfactory qu>lity. 
(<uelity of writing is a term used to cover the gener~>l appesr-
ence of the written form measured by compArison with stPnderd-
ized scHle. 30 
West wPrns that the quality mainteined in the daily work 
of the pupil in the ~,angm,ge Arts llreB shoulc! be C'Jnsidered. 31 
LPck of coordinPtion is the fnilure of muscles to work 
together so es to pr:Jduce a good quality of line and results 
in a WPvering stroke. Leek of motor control of the muscles 
used in handwriting results in breaks in the speed of letter 
strokes.32 · Each pupil makes progress as rapidly as he is able 
to acquire the necess~ry quality snd speed wnich is the 
standPrd of his grPde. !Uldreth feels maturAtion, not 
prsctice, appeArs to be tae dominant factor ~•fluencing speed 
and that speed is a nP tural trait of the writer rP tner than 
29 West, Op. cit., 
30 Ibid. 
31 Loc. cit. 
32 
.LOC. cit . 
12 
en inherent quPlity in writing1
33 As eerly as 1910 Thorndike 
pointed out the fallscy of over-emphasis on speed of writing. 3" 
;-Iuggett and Millsrd believe th~>t rapidity in writing 
can be encourPged, but speed should not be emphasized at the 
expense of quality. 35 In the survey in Wisconsin it was found 
that rflpidity is encour~>ged but speed is not emphPsized st 
the expense of quality. 36 1vest feels thet the question as to 
whst is the standrrd speed desirrble for any grRde cannot be 
easily answered. 37 A variety of standPrds is still in use 
as might be expected from diverse groups of pupils. In view 
of the deffiPnd for efficiency and hrste in all aspects of 
social and commercifll life, it is doubtful if enough emphasis 
has been pl~Cced upon speed of writing among more advanced 
pupils. 
It hPs been noted repeRtedly that penmAnship qw?lity 
breHks down under the strain of detnP·1ds in high school and 
colleges where writing is required. The only way to prevent 
this would be to make habits of rapid writing more automatic38 
33 dildreth, Op. cit., p. 226 
34 Thorndike, Edward 
Record, Volume 4, 1910 #2 
L., 11 rtandwri ting11 Teachers College 
35 Huggett and J,!illPrd, Op. cit., p. 169 
36 Wisconsin - 11 A Survey of ElementPry School PrHctice 11 
Handwriting in Wisconsin, University of 'ilisconsin, 1951 
37 
West, Op. cit. , 
38 Ibid. 
13 
I 
I dildreth finds that Pfter legibility comes the factor of speed I 
end when 8 fair rate of speed is combined with 8 high degree of · 
legibility, SP tisfHc tory writing is produced~9 Speed should not ! 
I 
be stressed in beginning writing. 40 I 
Legibility and Aligmrent. Luella Cole says, 11 Handwritin~ 
. exists for no other purpose than to be ree.d. 1141 It · t i tl I ~s s r c y I 
i ' 
;a tool subject and should be taught to be useful as possible. ! 
J Illegibility in handwriting in letters poorly formed wll.s re-
sponsible for over half of the difficulties in the reading of 
handwriting. 42 West believes that the prime factor in poor 
letter forms is poor motor control which develops a quality of 
line uneven as to the width and throws out the aligmaent and 
whole appef'rance of the writing. 43 Hildreth says that the 
important chAracteristic of hm1dwriting is its legibility. 44 
Hildreth concludes that primary emphAsis should be placed on 
forming the letters. If correct form is once attained other 
matters such as legibility and alignment follow in due order. 45 
39 Hildreth, Op. cit., p. 217 
I 
i 40 Ibid., p. 257 
I 41 Cole, Luella, Psychology of the Elementary School 
li Subjects. (New York: .t<·arrPr and RiilehErt, 1934) ----
1 
42 Pressy, L. C., and Press~r, S. ;_.,, "Analysis of 3,000 
1 Illegibilities in rlandwri ting of Child.ren and Adults," Educa-
1 tional ResePrch Bulletin, September 1927 
i 43 West, Op. cit. 
44 Hildreth, Op. ~., p. 217 
45 ~·· p. 235 
14 
A 
lJew Yor;c City has flS its goel good, plain, legible nandwriting. 46 
Spacing and slant. Spacing seems best carried out in th 
elementery school type of handwritine; but .slant improves as 
1 
child progresses to high school. >vest snows the definitely 
I wrong sltont indice ting hPbi tuetion spoils much writing. 47 
T'here is a general Pgreement among scientific investigPtors 
thrt medium forwPrd slant is best for eese Pnd quickness of 
movement. 48 Slant is a function of the position of rrm and 
body in relation to the paper. 49 Extreme slAnts, either 
forward or backward, doubtless interfere with legibility. 
To flnalyze slant, draw a line vertically to follow the 
trend of each letter. Standerds of spacing are sonewhat 
arbitrery. Penmanship systems differ in their ideHls. It is 
probable that effective diagnosis can be mrde only in rather 
e•treme types of defective slant. Apert from the considera-
tions of economy of time and ease of production, selection of 
slant is importent. 50 The "penmanship" erA is pnssing, along 
with its extreme slant, flourishes, and shading, and the era 
of practicel handwriting has been ushered in. 51 
46 11 Practice and ?rob lems in Handv1ri ting. 11 New York: 
Board of EducPtion of the City of New York, September, 1947. 
No. 9 
47 West, Op. cit. 
48 Ibid. 
'±9 Hildreth, 
50 
Ibid.' p. 
15 
Scales and Tests. tlugget End Millard feel thPt the use 
of speed and quBlity tests is practical in order to obtain 
52 
stetus measures for appraising the growth which is to follow. 
Only the most competent teaci1er cBn get p:;_ong without the 
regular handwriting class. 53 Fourth Bnd fifth grade children 
will generally be found in the stage of rapid progress. An 
increHse in writing opportunity cen be nJHde. Children should , I 
be encourP);l;ed to keep records of their own individual progress.~~ 
They also feel trtat because of the general use of writing, i 
stendrrds of legibility and beauty are apt to be Rbandoned by I 
both teBcher Bnd pupil. The use of self-rRting tests may be I 
provided so that the child can occHsionally inventory his 
habits. When compPrisons with such sceles are made, they 
should utilize "everyday" pApers, not something written es-
pecially for the occAsion . 
.vest believes thRt tests give no adequate diegnosis. 
Scales and tests are valuable in a general survey of a school 
or room where one wishes to know the relative progress of tne 
group or individual pupil. 54 Speed as well as quality should 
be expected and the use of tests should be encourcged as 
checks. 55 
52 clugp:et and i.Iillard, Op. cit., P• 169 
53 Ibid., 169 p. 
54 
West, Up • cit. 
--
55 
,-Jugget and Jvii llP.rd, vp. cit., p. 170 
I 
I 
I 
! 
16 
Manuscript writing. LPnuscrip t writing is now used in 
about ninety per cent of privPte and public schools. lvJanuscrip 
writing was introduced in England in 1920 in both privPte and 
progressive schools. }'reemen stPtes it mey be accepted AS 2 
v Macomber says this is a debet:oble question, "Should the 
v 
primary child lePrn cursive or mHnuscript writing?" ;:ie stresse 
the certAin AdvantRges of teaching manuscript writing s.nd its 
popularity is increasing. 57 He stresses b1ese 2dvantRges: 
l. No complicFted connecting strokes 
2. Similar to print in books s.nd less confusing 
3. It is P form well wortn rnR,~tcring 
4. Because of poor muscule.r coordimotion many 
cnildren ctever become good cursive writers 
rle recommends tnHt: 
l. :b'irst grAde teHchers snould use menuscript 
writing for cherts Hnd blackboerd writing 
2. If children ere tPugh t to write in first 1 
yeAr, they should be taugnt manuscript writingl 
3. It should be the accepted form for two or 
tnree years if teught in the first grede. 
ing." 
i 
56 " Freemen, l'rllnk N., An Evaluation of r"anuscript vlrit-
Elemente.ry School Jaurner, .t''ebruary 1936, XXXVI pp.4'50:4B.l 
57 Macomber, Op. cit., p. 204 
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All feel that when a child lef'lrns manuscript writing 
he hPs only one alphPbet to learn in reading and writing. 
Hildreth feels thet since results are better from the outset, 
the manuscript forms are preferred.58 
Cursj_ve. FreernRn st:otes ti1.et arm movement is difficult 
to acquire and is unsuitable for young children. If it is 
taught Rt all it should not be emphasized until the pupil has 
Bcquired a fBir degree of motor skills, probably in the inter-
mediate grades. 59 
'luggett snd l::illard have no preference for beginners. 60 
Hildreth found that results in manuscript writing are 
6 difficult to evf'luate in comperison with cursive and vice versa 
;::est authorities want cursive in the intermediate and 
upper grl'des but not at the primary level. 
Changing to cursive. Huggett and Millard report that 
where mAnuscript is the metL1.0d first employed, R transition 
should take place in either tne third or fourth gr2de. 62 
I 
I 
i 
Children rt this stRge should probably be introo.uced to cursiveJ 
I tne develol 
II 
since growth in hae1dwriting is so closely relr.ted to 
ing rnPturity of the children. 
~ -----.,..,._-----
1 58 tlildreth, Learning the Three R's, up. cit., p. 235 
59 Freeman, Fr::JDk N., 11 Child Development and the Cur-
culum. 11 Thirty-Eighth Yeerbook of' the 1111 tiona I "SOCiefY roT the 
Study of Education (Bloomington-,-ITilnois Public School-pub __ __ 
lishing-co., l939), Chapter XIII 
60 J:iuggett and !dillard, Op. cit., p. 167 
61 
,J:ildreth, Op. cit., p. 246 
·:::-uggett Bnd Iuiiard, up. cit., p. -168-
II 
II d 
I 
II 
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\ft1en shifting to cursive, naturrlness in position and 
some uniformity in sprcing rnd size cFn be o.eveloped. Some in-
~ dividuPlity in the C'lrnging will n~'cifest itself ~nd s,loulci be 
encourr,;::ed Rlong with rttention to qurlity, workmrnsaip and 
beruty. All these rre wh~t constitute re~drbility. 
E:ocomber stresses a planned ena ;;;r~J.url chcnp;e to cursi 
rt about fourtc> crrde level, Pnd thFt in the upper ;~redes 
children should be free to use either mrnuscript or cursive. 63 
Lee 11nd :::.ee feel t:>rt manuscript writing is valuable 
for the primrry grrdes encl. there is prrcticl'lly no detrimental 
54-
effect when cursive writing is started. -
;,;cKee b.oses nis opinion lrrgely upon tne ~vsilrble 
evidence that ooth forms of i>rndwriting should be tru,,ht. 65 
.----
Equipment and mE' terials. In the world r t lr rge r work-
men is often judged by the tools he keeps. So it is with 
terchers. Educ:ctors sll feel thPt children need pro;Jer 
a;rteriPls Pnd equipr;1ent to help produce tne t;tost efficien.t re-
sult with a minimum of effort. 
Most rut tari ties believe children be;_:; inning the study of 
hPndwriting should use lrrge per,cils. A few believe in the use 
of crayons but it is generelly Pgreed not to be a good thing 
becBuse crryons produce lines th;-t :or·e uneven in v1idtb/,end 
~ 63 Ls comber, Op. cit. , p. 206 
64 
Lee end Lee, Op. cit. 
/ 65 
!icKee, Prul, :;..ton1,uPge in the Elementory School. 
York: Houg£1ton i,:ifflin Co., 1939) 
/ =~=~-='=+~== 
(New 
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I cons tently verying in texture. iviost teRcllers of writing now 
feel thAt the lrrge beginners' pencils Pre right for stnrting 
1 
and 
1! t!le 
i 
i 
i 
i 
'of 
ordinary sized pencils be used Pt tnird grrde level by 
children in most schools. 
c-Ju:-;·ett and LiillPrd believe that tae child needs plenty 
freedom and space. In ml'my C~' se s t,w b 11' cKboPrd or lFrge 
sheets of wrPpping pnper are preferFble to ''writing'' paper or 
66 
copy books. They feel, rlso, thrt mrny teRchers and many 
I 
I 
systems require rhythmic rrrn motions on the part of the perform-~ 
er. The best way to encourBge such P coordinrtion is to re-
' 
frein from unneturrl forcing of smell r:r:lting with smrll pen-
cils or pons. 67 
.1 
La comber finds thP t children should be allor1ed to use I 
pens rfter the Lltro .. uction of ink Fnd when the need 
rrises. After a1l most of tne c_lild 's '. ri ting outside the 
clE>sGroom will be do:1e with fountr:in pen or with type:iriter. 
Ver·y few 2dul ts will use the old style pen if a good fountAin 
pen is rvril>ble. ·"here is no defensible rePson for bc-rring 
the fouDtl'in pen from the writing period except, perlleps, tnat 
f tradition. 68 
1°. The "·iidth of the ruling of tne lines on Ylriting paper 
i;nves an indication t;1Pt some schools use P' p•r that has 2 
I" 
66 Huggett end ! .. illard, up. cit., p. 165 
o7 Loc. cit. 
68 i•iacomber, ,Jp. Cit., p. 208 
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bouble ruling for the children who ere <loing mc·nuscript writing 
Ito guide· them in the ;"leight of small As · .. eil As the tall letters 
orne educAtors believe in tl"le dautle ruling and some do not. 
he Zaner-Bloser Method favors it. Tl"lere seem to be no studies 
v,ich indicPte the advFnte~es or tne disFdVPntP~es of double 
. ~- --~ 
iawevar, rll Authorities believe in the system of 
' 
·eginning with large · .. ri ting pPper and grfduPlly reducing the 
I 
~~ize Fs-~he children gain in skill. 
1hloretl1. Pcivocstes blRclcboRrd prRctice for beginning 
I 
Yriting Ps it gives gre.otc:r play to lPrge ;w_scles <mel. encourages 
69 11rge nriting. I<:rasures and elterations cf'n easlly be mnle, 
lso. At the blackboPrd a teac~-:ter can observe several children 
t once and can cliegnose difficulties rapidly. •lildreth feels 
trongly tlvt comfortRble chairs and writinc S'Jrfrces of the 
i ight 
~!'xed m·uscular control rmd correct posture. 70 The most com-
height, size and position contribute to tne desired re-
orteble position for the right-nsnded 'ilriter is illustrRted 
y Freeman, Shoen, Cole, Gillinghaw and Stillman. 71 A "05° 
r 60° slBnt seems best. The eta. ram or illustration below 
---
upi I 
t!ildre th, LePrning the Tl1.ree . I .. i. 8 ' :JP • cit. ' p .257 
70 J:iildreth, :i:..eerning the Three H. r s' op. cit., p. 256 
71 Hildreth, LePrning the Three R Is' op. cit., p.255 
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shows in a schematic form the most ncturel position for right-
£"-.tfl nde d writers. 
Any modern teBcc-:ter will have her cl2 .. ::sroom l::t81'sured 
with 2 light-meter snd use its findings to the best of her 
ability. The refrrction of light is importPnt in the tePch-
ing of hPndwriting because tl-:te cnild must sccurrtely see the 
image before he CPn copy it. Of course, :nrncJ:·ariting wust te 
teut:ht whPtever conditions pr'evPil but educrtors Pre v1orking 
for better equipment. 
Borrd work. From the begi1mine; lessons, children Bre 
helped to set up good stBnclrrds end wnen tney see tne writing 
of other children in the group, thee' lerrn from ti-:te bleckbosrd 
whrt is eccept2ble Pncl why. Right sttitudes tov1rrd iupl·ove-
ment rnd progress c~rry ovsr to home prrclice. lhe chFnge to 
writing p'per comes ersily to children cftnr maple borrd 
mrnuscript to cursive nritir:~c~ wnere muc.1 pre. ctice rnd repeti-
tion is necessrry. 
Hilcl.reth feels tl12 t cnildren snould be urgecl. to keep 
e2rly spr;·,ples of v1riting to compPre with lrter results and 
7'' elso P· record shm7ing 'iihrt is done ePch day. <:: vf course, 
mPny clessrooms do not i1rve sufficient storr~;e spPce for this 
to be Bccur1•tely cone but on ingenious te2ener will rnrnPi;e to 
sPve frecuent sf'nplings of the c1'lilcl.ren's work thrt trl8y rury 
lFter check their progress in hPnfulritinb '[rinst tneir goals 
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and standPrds. Self-initiated prActice is the most beneficial 
kind. 
F'reeman and others investigr ted tlle possibilities of 
ic:proving the positions of children in penmanship through the 
use of motion picture films. Cnildren of the upper grPdes of 
elementAry schools were ci<osen as subjects. Experimental 
centers were set up in Detroit and Evanston. une group of 
1:upils was tPught by the regular i"ll'ndwriting procedure, rmother 
group wes taup:ht by the regulAr procedure plus the comparison 
of scores on tests, while the third group was shown tne nend-
writing film three times and then tRught by U:te regular pro-
cedure. The general conclusion was tllPt those PU!lils snown 
the film made m~>rkedly greater geins in position thrm did 
,>:roups receiving other types of instruction. 73 J.'nerefor·e, 
tePchers are urged to use films in penmflnship whenever p·:Jssible 
More and more recognition is being mAde of the feet thet 
children differ so in their physic2l make-up that t;~ere cen be 
no set posture which is best for all, but l.lacomber stresses 
thAt each child essume a position thPt is comfortable for him 
and conducive to his best results. 74 
The left-handed child. Hnen handwriting has been the 
subject of many studies, it iws been found by ;,,cKee that ap-
73 ~ F' k N S' • d ,. 1· D E llmh I J:<reeman, r:on • , new, .wena, rm ,Js ker, . • 1 e 
Use of a Motion Picture }'ilm to Teach Position and Penholding . 
in Handwriting." A Comp~>rative Study of i;iotion Pictures and 
Other Met":lOds of Visual Education. (Chicago, 192""4) p.282-309 
7'± Ji,acomber, Op. cit. 
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proximPtely four per cent of all school children are left-
hBnded?5 The left-handed childr>en ar>e frequently neglected by 
right-hPnded teecncrs wno do not KnOW hov1 to help them. The 
11 leftie 11 me.y experience considere.ble motor conflict in a right-
handed world. 
It is desirPble to trPin children for right-rl8nded 
writing whenever possible because teaching a left-handed child 
is more difficult and results are often not good. 'l'he teacher 
can observe children who are definitely left-handed and some 
who f're ambidextrous. 'II1e cnild 1 s pP rents snoula be questioned 
about this development in hPndedness before being taugnt to 
write in the first grade. Hildreth feels tnst a child should 
not be clPssed as definitely right or left-nanded unless he 
i 
I 
snows dominance in seventy-five per cent or more of all observa1 
tions made of his htmd usage. 76 '[·hey do meet tne standards I 
set for right-handers for speed and quality of handwriting. 77 1 
Summary. All authorities hPve 2greed t-:1Pt the highly 
formalized teaching of handwriting has given way to a more 
functional Ppproach. ~'his in no wey minimizes the need for 
good hnndwriting. Studies heve s:1own over and over again that 
it is not the amount of time thAt is spent on handwriting that 
determines the results but the attention pPid to specific 
75 IVIcKee, Paul, Op. cit. 
76 ciildreth, H.eadiness for School Beginners, up. Cit., 
p. 324 
77 McKee, Paul, Op. cit. 
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technic;ues .for improving. Progress in h2ndwriting is facili-
tHted when the teacher understands the perso,1al problems of 
children and sees them in reltotion to the difficulties that 
children encounter in acquiring other l11nguage skills, and 
deals with them SPtisfPctorily in the course of teacning. 
Handwriting is a tool of communication and expression. 
It exists for no other purpose than to be rerd. ~egi ble writ-
ing helps convey ideas accurotely. It itcproves tne ajJpearRnce 
of school papers. It contributes to better spelling and 
composition as well as other written work in social studies, 
science, Bnd the other Preas of the curriculum. 
To meet the ordinary demands of modern living the 
elementlory school should accept the responsibility f·:Jr helping 
children write easily, legibly and with sufficient speed to 
suit tneir purposes with a style adBptAble to the motor and 
emotional charRcteristics of the writer. ' 
goals seem most importPnt in tne teaching I 
of 
':'he following 
handwriting: 78 I I 
1. To awaken in pupils a consciousness of tne importance! 
of good writing and a desire to extend the courtesy 
of good writing to their readers at all times. 
2. To teach pupils to write legibly under all normal 
conditions Hnd VJith sufficient speed for practical 
purooses. 
I 
II 
!I 
il 
!I 
I 
78 11 PrHctice 
ucation of the City 
No. 9 
and Problems in ciandwri ting." DOard of Ed~ 
1
1 
of Nev1 York. (New York: September, 1947) 
I 
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" 
3. To Assist each pupil in practicing so that he 
develops sufficient legibility and speed of writing 
to suit his purposes with the least possible strain 
on mental and physical health. 
4. To develop in pupils a consciousness of the needs 
for adjusting speed of writing to their purposes. 
5. To help each pupil in judging his own progress con-
tinually Hnd in anHlyzing his deficiencies. 
In order to fr.;prove tneir handwriting children frequent-
ly need help in solving their broad personal and social prob-
lems as well ns help in the specific techniques of hPndwriting. 
that teachers should permit and even encournge as long as 
. efficiency and legibility ere preserved. Jnlike most of the 
I other school subjects hendwri ting requires Pf rticipa tion of 
' 
the total neuro-musculPr structure. 'l'he rec:J,.:nition of veri-
ebility in hHndwriting and the decision of recent authorities 
to preserve individuality Rnd sacrifice conformity have cHused 
[teachers to toss aside many of the old traditions. 
The elementPry teacher using erm movement now makes 
herself conspicuous. It ern be proved th2. t finger movement 
is more tiring than rrm mov£Lients and that some letter forms 
can be learned more easily than others and that small 
characters Are genere lly too difficult for the younger child 
26 
to rna ster. _ Therf3 i_s no set pPttern fo.r _!:)a_c~J.d.l-llilll end SUCCe.JL§.c-:-=='t=--=--=-=--==-= 
ful teaching of handwriting necessit10tes further study of how 
the child le>'rns to write. The I,:onguage Arts PPea is a vital 
Pre a of human experience an-d hPndwri ting is ~n integral part. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
Development of materials. A seminar group of teAchers 
end administrPtors interested in the research project of com-
piling Evaluative Criteria for the Elementary School met with 
Dr. JRmes F'. Baker who was to guide the project. The group de-
' 
sired to develop an instrunent similar in form to the Evaluativ€1 
===:::...::.----11 
'I Criteria developed by the Cooperative Study of Second>"ry School 
• StandPrds but applicable to the ElementRry School. EHcil member 
'of the seminar group selected a particular :>rea of interest, 
'such as School Plant, Arithmetic, Spelling or Library Services 
·! 
,i as his perticuler responsibility. 
As mPterials were developed they were submitted to the 
.·.seminar group for criticisms and SUfi":estions. 'lhe checklist 
items were then revised in terms of group thinking. 1wny minor 
,changes were made in items; some were reworded, some were re-
. orgenized, while pPrts of others were deleted. This revision 
,
1
or the first dr-Fft of Evaluative Criteria for the Elementary 
School was then submitted to e jury of experts for critic ism. 
In reviewing the literature and research in the field of 
:·handwriting education written during the past fifteen years, 
·the writer found bRsis, need and justification for the specific 
'!checklist Rnd eveluative items classified under the separRte 
i:headings of Content, 1.\ethods, Materials and Equipment, and 
·I 
-___ - f.-_- -
,, 
I j! 
ii 
li 
II 
q 
'I I 
i 
!OUtcomes. Upon examination of the reseArch done it was found 
i 
',that cert:?in names were outstanding as auth:Jrities in the field 
lor nPndwriting. A list was c:Jmpiled containing the names of 
these authorities and letters were mailed to each requesting 
lhim to serve on a jury to critize materials in the Language Arts 
!are", since hsndwri ting is s part of this vita.l subject 2rea. 
A copy of the letter tha.t was sent will be found in the Appendix 
lof this service pPper. A concerted effort was mPde to select 
I ~~~prominent a.uthorities from different sections of the country 
!Bs it was hoped in this project to _,~et diversified opinions. 
Cri tieisms by jurors. In arranging the hendwr i ting check- I 
1
1
list items the writer took into cAreful consideration thPt h2nd-
"lriting is Rn integral part of all school work. 'i'ne f:Jllowing 
I' 
!list of jury members who served as Active participa.nts in review 
ling the Evaluative CriteriA in hAndwriting are not all closely 
I 
I 
!connected with the subject, but were sufficiently interested in 
!the total correlAtion of the Language Arts are8 to give the 
I 
~riter sug~estions for revision. They were ail well qurolified t 1 
! 
ljudge this rorea in terms of their own experiences, interests andl 
i! • • po~nts of v~ew. Jury members who pr:Jvided extensive 
!criticisms of the hendwriting section included: 
! 
'I 
I 
1. Dr. B. Alice Crossley 
Assistant Professor of Education 
Boston University Scnool of Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston, l.'lHssachusetts 
2. Dr. Donald D. Durrell 
Professor of Education 
BGston University School 
Boston, !\Ill ssPchusetts 
of EducAtion 
i 
and valuabl 
I 
II 
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3. Dr. Brank N • Freeman 
Dean Emeritus of School of :Educetion 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 
4. Dr. Catherine Geary 
Director of Elementary Education 
Chel tenhRm 1'ovmship School 
Elkins Perk, Philedelphia 17, Pennsylvania 
5. Mr. Ernest Iiorn 
Professor, University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 
6. Dr. Leversia Powers 
Chief of Elementary Education (D. P. I.) 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvani8 
Educe.tional Building 
He.rrisburg, Pennsylvania 
7. Dr. Wilbert Pronovost 
Assist. Professor of Speech Educetion 
Boston University School of Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 
8. Miss Carrie Rasmussen 
Teacher of Speech 
Longfellow School 
Iv,sdison, Wisconsin 
9. Miss Letitia Raubichech 
Director of Bureau for Speech Improvement 
110 Livingston Street 
Brooklyn 2, New York 
10. Dr. l!II'lrion Sack 
Principal. Wayne Grammar School 
\layne, Pennsylvania 
ll. Miss Ruth G. Strickland 
Professor, School of Education 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 
The sections contrining tne checklist items in the sub-
jects of Speech, Langue.ge (written and orrl), .:.iterrture 2nd 
!i 30 
1 
li Poetry, Spelling and Reading were sent with i ,iandwriting. Some i II 
!I sections were returned without comment, but there was 
-:-.-:.:U=-:- ------
n 
indica t~orL 
of need for further revision of the items after criticisms by 
the jury members listed. 
The jurors gave extensive criticism in terms of rewordin 1 
and rephrasing many items. J.'nere were no disr,,;reer;,ents from 
', 
the jury members on the major emphRses end content of tne blRnk' 
form. Constructive criticism was mPde in the form of ideas 
that could be added. 'I'nese included such espects as Dr. J;'ree-
man 1 s sug;;e s tion that 11 books are provided to mlich cnildren 
may refAr to gain a perpetual ime6e of correct forms." Dr. 
Sack advised that "instruction include good writinc; position 
for the sake of comfort and effective lef'rning." He also 
suggested thet the ideR be presented th8t ''children are neld 
to their best writing in every lePrning activity by every 
teecher, re,:erdless of the 1 subject 1 Ol0 leerning Hrefl. 11 
EvPluHtive Criteria for hflndwriti~. 'rne writer has 
conscientiously Httempted to examine all jury comments objectiv 
ly 2nd to incorporate the criticisms of the jurors. After 
incorporPtion of these suggestions, the criteria were revised 
And Are presented in the following peges of this chapter. 
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Statement of Guiding Principles 
'"andwriting, an iuportPnt tool in the lecrnirk process, is 
dependent for its development upon each individualYs motor 
capacities, skill in imitation, natural aptitude to repr~auce 
coordinated pntter::-;s, and opjJortunities for effective practice. 
l'~ is a ne jor device f::Jr pupils to record their personal thoughts, 
ideas, and interests '1ecessRry in present and future living. 
Instruction in handwriting consists of activities and 
experiences desii/ned to contribute to the writing needs of 
e'.ement~ry school children. Ir1struction cJlcces pr>rticular 
stress on developing legibility and speed in Ell r:ritten forms. 
The handwriting activities are selected end orgonized 
w'ltn due rep:r,rd for sucn psycholo~;ical principles of lf,arning 
as readiness, motivation, r~tes of le8rning, and de~ree of 
nwstery. Constmct attention is given in the leernin;s process 
to the fundat~:entals of form, while et the sat,Je time si~:::1ificant 
anplicPtion of these funonmentals is r&'de in sitw tions r1itllin 
Lte lePrner 1 s potential rcnge of musculer development, unaerstand-
ing and interest. 
Enrly experiences Ht the enrly elementery level center 
rround form. As t"ne chilo orogres.ses, incr·rcsed nttention is 
,u;j"ven to the mEtter of lee;ibility with gredur.l en;pnAsis U1JOn 
speed. After proficiency in these skills hove been developed, 
frequent review P.nd prPctice activities appropriRte for the Hi;e 
level aPe con due ted to mB in tHin Hnd grPduslly in;prove des irs ble 
h8 ndwr i tin" s ta •1dHrds . 
. liJ:ilE OB1 SCltUvL, • , ••••••...•••..•....••.•• .!.)AriE . •••••. , •• , •••••••• 
Cl:,ecklist fmd evoluatton ratings nwde by: 
.......................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I • 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 
(Experiuenta.l copy: nDt to be reproo.ucedJ 
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,;hen the features in this section are being checked and evaluated, 
persons Bpplying the ratings should ask: "now r:ell do the prr>ctices in 
t~is scnool meet tne needs of the pupils Rnd community?'' The two-fold 
nAture of the work--evPluation Pnd stirr:ulrtion to impr::>vement--shmld 
Le kept in mind. Careful, discriminating judgment is essential if these 
purposes are to be served satisfactorily. 
The checklists consist of provisions, conditions, or ch:or:octeristics 
found in good elementHry schools. Although they Rre reconuttended pro-
VJ slons, a school lacking some of them m";> iu:ve otner compens:oting 
feRtures. SpRee is pr::>vided to record these features as edditional items 
or under Comments. 'l'he checklist items should be mnrked RS follows: 
"" 
if the provision or condition is mBde extensively; 
v if the provision or condition is mBde to some extent; 
X if the provision or condition is very limited; 
Ivl if the provision or conaition is r.1is sin(; 8llU needed; r~nd 
lJ if the p1•ovision or condition ir.- LV"l.; _tG sir ..... : b ~~:~ V:i.' does not apply. 
Evaluations represent the best judgment of tnose mPidng the evaluA-
tion after Rll evidence including results of observAtions, consideration 
of ratings on c11.ecklist items, ana other dPtf' whicil may be Rvaila.ble 
h:ove been considered. Evaluations should always be made by the local 
steff members even tnough t21.ese evaluBtions m:oy- be cll.eckedla-ter by a 
visiting committee. 'l'he evsluB tion rB tings should be mBde by meBns 
of the scale defined below. 
5--Excellent; the provisions or conditions are estensive end 
functioning excellently. 
4-- Very Good; 
a. the provisions or conditions ere extensive end ~re 
functioning well, or 
b. tne provisions or conditions ere moderstely extensive 
but Hre functioning excellently. 
3--Good; the provisions or conditions are mooerately extensive 
-- and are functioning well. 
2--Fair;* 
--a7 the provisions or conditions are moderBtely extensive 
but ere functioning poorly, or 
b. the provisions or conditions are limited in extent but 
are functioning well. 
1--Poor; the provisions or conditions are limited in extent r>nd 
-- are functioning poorly. 
M--Missing: the provisions or conditions are missing and are 
needed; if present they would make B contribution to 
the needs of pupils. 
N--Does Not Apply; the provisions or conditions are missing but 
do not apply or are not desirHble for the children of 
this community. ( Ree sons f ::>r the use of this symbol 
should be explained in eBch case under Comtnents.) 
*staff members mRy wish to use the syll!bols 11 4H 11 or 11 4b 11 , 11 2a 11 
or 11 2b 11 • 
1. Adapted from Evaluative Criteria, 1950 Edition, published by the 
Study of SecondAry-School StrmdPrds. 
~ 
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L. C0N'l.'ENT 
Checklist 
) l. Experiences in fRmily living are utilized as a basis for 
instruction in handwriting (e.g., pets, nev1 IJrotjler, 
visitors). 
2. School activities are used for occasion to practice hand-
writing (e. g., trips, movies, assemblies, fund drives). 
) 3. Provisions are made to center writing activities Around 
seasonal needs (e.g., letters to Santa, invitations to 
pArents). 
( ) 4. Provision is mrde for cnildren to express their tnoughts 
on blackboard at frequent intervals (e.g., birtf1day wishes, 
greeting to a new child). 
( 
( 
( 
) 5. Experiences in out-of-school life are used for instructionsl 
material in handwriting (e.g., clubs, nobbies, music 
interests). 
6. Experiences in community living 8re utilized ns H bi'.sis 
for ha'1dwriting expression (e.g., new policemAn, new store). 
7. School experiences in tneir own classroom are used to 
develop hnndwriting skills (e.g., decorAting room for 
Thanksgiving, coloring Bester ec;;:s, new lights in room, 
goldfish). 
8. Daily experiences in manuscript or cursive. writing symbols 
are provided. 
9. Activities stress development of the following: 
( ) a. form 
( ) b. legibility 
( ) c. uniformity of slant 
( ) d. spacing 
( ) e. alignment 
( ) f. quality of line 
( ) g. speed 
)10. Instruction includes good writing positions for t1J.e sake of 
comfort and effective leerning. 
) ll. 
) 12. 
:SvRluPtions 
e. How extensive is the VAriety of hendwriting ectivities to 
meet the needs of children? 
) b. How RdequAte is the content of handwriting activities to 
meet the needs of children? 
c. How sufficient is the opportunity for writing to fulfill 
the writing needs of children? 
Comments: 
I I. l.:E'i'HODS 
Checklist 
) l. Goe.ls in handwriting for each child are developed. 
2. Provision is made for grouping children e.ccording to tneir 
physical hAndicaps, abilities, pPrticul~r neods, and 
interests. 
( ) 3. Correct samples of writing Hre demonstrPted at the board 
by the teHcher and by pupils. 
4. Areas for iLprovement are cleflrly indicated by the teAcher 
in eva.luating writing activities of pupils. 
( ) 5. Individual differences are considered when using a hAnd-
writing seale for compRrison Rnd measurement. 
( 6. Instruction in writing with ink is provided as pupils 
progress. 
( ) 7. Pupils examine, comprre, and evalurte their own progress 
periodically. 
( 
( 
( 
) 8. Attention is given to the development of habits of 
correct posture. 
) 9. Hriting instruction is individualized as much as possible. 
)10. Children are Allowed to write with the left or ril'nt hand 
According to their nfltural tendency. 
)ll. Drill activities are meaningful Pnd interesting to pupils 
(never as form of punishment). 
)12. Uroup discussions of common clHss errors Hre held. 
)13. Work in legibility and fluency is suited to tne ability 
2nd achievement levels of pupils. 
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14. Individual instruction is given to facilitete slant, 
spRcing, eligrunent, end general quality. 
15. Competition is not emphesized but r,wde use of as the 
opportunity ~rises. 
16. A chH."lge to cursive from mPnuscript is m11de witnout 
emotions.l disturbance. 
) 17. Children are held to their best writing in every learning 
activity by every teacher, regardless of the ''subject'' or 
lenrning area. 
18. If children write with the left hand the procedure is 
adapted to their needs. 
19. 
20. 
Checklist 
II I. El<LJ IP1>1EN T Al1D MA'l'ER IALS 
1. At early elementary levels l~rge pencils and large sneets 
of pAper are provided. 
( 2. At'later elementary levels the size of paper and pencil 
Bre BdF!pted to the needs of individuRl cllildren. 
3. Desks and chairs IE·e adjusted to the physical reo.uire-
ments of the child. 
4. Founts.in pens (including ball point) Rre permitted in class 
work Rs well rs sepnrete pens end pen nolders. 
5. A lRrge display boArd for sao:.ples of handwriting is pro-
vided in eAch classroom. 
) 6. A printed Pnd written Hlphabet form of' tne rwndwriting 
program used by the school system is supplied to eHch 
class. 
~ 7. The lighting Arrangement in each classroom is saequate 
for writing needs. 
36 
( s. Special equipment and materials are provided for left-handed 
and physically hPndic8pped children. 
9. Esch classroom has chalkboards at proper levels for pupil 
use. 
) 10. Visual aids concerning h~Jndwriting are used. 
ll. }revision is mF,de for kee"Jing sn;:;,Jles of Fcl il .1ork t:J 
}'OG::.:r_.,,1. ~~x·o~;:;t:.l :i. _l ~:..:- ~1l':'iri ti,.l,:._:;. 
12. Jooks c>.re provided to v1·lich children may refer to ge in a 
perpetual imAge of corTect forms. 
) 13. 
( ) 14. 
Evaluntions 
) a. How adequate is the varietif of instructional equipment 
and mrteriAls to lllflet tn.eandwriting needs of all children'r 
b. How ndequate is the quality of instructional equipment 
and mAterials to meet the handwriting need of all children? 
) c. dow effectively f!re instructional equipment and materials 
used? 
Cowments: 
IV. UUTCuliiES 
Ko checklist items are prepared for this division since they 
would be l~>.rgely repetitions of cnecklist items in preceding 
divisions. 
Eva lua ti ons 
( a. To what extent are pupils developing proficiency in the 
fundnwentals of form in handwriting? 
b. To what extent are pupils developing legibility in their 
daily writing? 
c. To >~hPt extent R:ee the pupils developing speed in 
hAndwriting? 
) d. How effectively m·e pupils improving their techniques of 
spacing end slent? 
e. Ho~ effect!vely do pupils epply the techniques of good 
handwriting in other school subjects? 
( f. How effectively are pupils c~>.rrying over to out-of-school 
life the skills end habits developed in the in-school 
hendwriting program? 
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V. SPECIAL CiiAHACTEHISTICS 
1. In what respects is instruction in handwriting in this school 
most satisfactory and coG;mendable? 
(R) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
2. In whRt respects is handwriting instruction in trlis school in 
;:reP test need of in:provemen t? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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CriAPTER IV 
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING Tllli CR I'l'EH.IA 
:: A major value of this instrument is in its use by the 
,[ 
q!lassroom tPncher in evaluating his or her t~'Hching meti1.ocis by 
,' ,, 
~jxemining his own progrAm in the light of these specific check 
~ist items. It can be determined if the instructor is utilizing 
pp-to-date methods, conditions, and procedures which Pre 
reconmJended by lePding authorities in the area of hHndwriting 
'I 
!Jnd if the individual teaching is in line with current educRtion 
ii 
li 
');heories. 
'I il 
' 
' ~chool 
This instrument is also of value for groups of Elementary 
teachers to evaluate the continuity of instruction in 
~andwriting and the integration of handwriting with other leern-
l:i.ng activities in which the children may pl'rticipete. 
This instrument is of value, also, to the supervisor, 
'I 
~rincipal, and superintendent who is interested in providing 
,I 
~elpful essistance to teHchers in improving their techniques 
,, 
,, 
ilnd also in ctetermining and in securing an overBll picture of 
I; 
1~he stRtus of hrmdwriting instruction and the effectiveness of 
i· 1 ~el' ching methods in area of hAndwriting in a p2 rticular 
:I 
~lementery School or in a group of Elementary Schools. 
,! 
:: 
i 
'Enrough the use of the instrument, strengths, and weak-
iflesse s in handwriting can be revealed to staff members. In in-
ric8ting rrees Of WeBknesses the Checklist items furnish direct 
11 
I' 
II 
'I 
:I 
'I 
I 
I 
'i 
il 
! 
I li 
i! 
II I 
I; 
ii 
1: 
·--~- --· ·- .J,:. -. ·.·~-= --===~~---== " - ·- · ----- .. ;r:-- --
ii 1! sug,~.:estions for improving 
-~~"-~ 
existing concH tions. 
,, 
I 
I 
li 
ii 
1 of I, 
II 
be used by itself for the exGmiwe tion ,I 
this single Rspect of tne ElementRry School, or mPy be used ' 
The instrument 
llwith other sections 
1
1l evl' luR tion. 
:i 
in con,:.ucting e. total Element2ry School 
li It is the opinion of the Hriter thet, Plthough the ~~ instruuent is to be considered up-to-dPte rt tne moment, it :I 
,, 
I' ;i should 
II 
!I 
·,'I' be constPntly scrutirlized I'S new information is reverled 
!i ! 
1 through 
I 
' reseerch l'nd that revisions S!lould be made as necessery.i 
I 
! 
'I 
i 
'! 
!i 
I 
•I 
:i 
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EVALUA'J.'ION RESEARCa PROJECT 
Name and Title 
Street or Institutional Address 
Town or City and State Address 
Dear 
Street Address 
Town and state 
Date 
Address 
A group research project is being conducted at Boston 
University to develop EvAluative Criteria for elementary 
schools. This project is under the direction of Dr. Jemes F', 
Baker who served as Reseerch Assistent to the Cooperetive Study 
of Secondary-School Standards in developing the 1950 edition 
of the Evalustive Criteria now being used in secondary schools 
throughout the country. 
One of the procedures which is planned is to have juries 
of interested and qualified persons criticize materials which 
will be prep2red in tentRtive form by the reseArch group. 'de 
hope that you will be willing to serve as a jury member to 
criticize materials in the erea of 
As this is a non-profit venture with the main aim in view 
to develop materials which teAchers may use in evaluating their 
own educationel endeavors, funds are not available for the 
professional services of jury members. Past experience in 
developing the secondary school instrument indic11tes tiJ.at lead-
ers in education will be glad to perticipete in such a study on 
a voluntary b~sis. 
It is not expected that the time required of a member of the 
jury will be excessive. ~ay we count on your cooperPtion? A 
form is enclosed for your reply. 
Sincerely yours, 
Type I.ame 
i.iember Re8esrch Group 
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EVALUATION ltESEAftC.d Pi:hJ,JECT 
Date: ________________ l95l 
Your :!arne 
Street Address 
Town Rnd St:ote Address 
Dear (Your Name) 
The checks in the parentneses below indicecte my stPtus re-
g~rding the evBluation rese11rch project discussed in the letter 
accompanying this form. 
) 1. I will serve e s a member of the nR tiona.l jury of experts 
in the work of developing Eva.lua.tive Criteria. for ele-
mentary schools, insofrr PS tnese stanaards perta.in to 
the area of 
( )2. I understend the service will require criticism of 
tentative meterials for the field of 
) 3. 
4. 
I have access to a copy of tne Evaluative Criteria 1950 
edition pertsining to secondAry education which will 
give me an idea of the format and scope of a similar 
instrument for elementary schools. 
Comments: 
(Signed) ______________________________ __ 
(UfficiBl Position) 
(Street and Number) 
(City and State) 
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EVALUATION RESEARCH PROJECT 
51 
Street Address 
Town and state Address 
Date 
Name and Title 
Street or Institutional Address 
Town or City and State Address 
Dear 
Thank you for accepting the invitation to serve on e. jury 
to examine and criticize meterials being developed to evaluate 
elementAry education. Your coopere.tion is muci1 appreciated. 
Enclosed please find the first draft of materials submitted 
for your criticism. Please feel free to change, delete, or add 
to any of the meterial in this form. Your sug,;cestions will oe 
studied cPrefully 2nd compared with criticisms received from 
other jury members. As soon Rs replies have been received from 
all members of the jury, a revision will be made and sent to you. 
Enclosed £>.lso is an outline indicating the sections now 
being developed. This outline is of course tentative but it may 
help you to see the materials on which you are working in rela-
tion to the entire Criteria. 
We do not want to seem to be rushing you, but early etten-
tion on your p2rt will be helpful. ile hope to receive your 
criticisms by ( indiccte a dete, preferably a ~onday, two or 
three weeks after you send out the draft of mr>terials ) 
Very sincerely yours, 
Type name 
Enclosures. iiiember Reseflrch Group 
" 
Dear 
Thank you letter to be sent to jury members 
. 
. 
Your comments and suggestions concerning the elementAry 
school evaluation blank Section (G, School Plant,) have been 
received and Vlill be incorpor>eted in a revision of this blank. 
The interest you he.ve shown in this project and the sugp:estions 
you heve volunteered are deeply apprecieted. 
After ell sections have been revised, B copy of the 
revisi:m will be sent you by Dr. James ?'. i3aker of Boston 
University. 
Thank you very much for your cooperetion. 
Sincerely yours, 
Your name 
l.lember of .tl.eserrch l!roup 
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StPtement of Guiding Principles 
Handwriting, a ma.jor tool in the learning process, is 
dependent for its development upon each individual's motor 
capAcities, skill in imitetion, and m•turel aptitude to 
reproduce coordinated patterns. It is a major device for 
pupils to record their personAl thoughts, ideas, and interests 
necessary in present and future living. 
Instruction in handwriting consists of those activities 
and experiences designed to contribute to the writir:g needs 
of elementary school children. Instruction places perticular 
stress on developing legibility and speed in all written forms. 
The hAndwriting activities are selected and organized 
with due regard for such psychological principles of lee.rning 
as reAdiness, motivation, rates of leerning, and de,r;ree of 
mastery. Conste:1t attention is given in the leFrning process 
to the fundamentBls of form, while at the same time significant 
applicBtion of these fundamentals are made in situations within 
the lePrner's potential rflnge of undnrstanding and interest. 
Early experiences at the early elementary level center 
around form. As the child progresses, increAsed attention is 
given to the metter of legibility with gredual emphesis upon 
speed. After proficiency in these skills has been developed, 
frequent review and practice activities are conducted to 
maintain desirable handwriting stAndards. 
i:- -t- * .l.} * * 
NAII1"E OBj SCHOOL • ••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• DP.1"E . •..•.•.••••••.•. 
Checklist and evPluation ratings made by: 
......................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . ' ............................................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(Experimentel copy: not to be reproduced) 
INSTRUCTIONSl 54 
Vmen the fePtures in this section are being checked and evaluated, 
persons applying the rHtings should ask: 11 liow well do the practices in 
this school meet the needs of the pupils and community?" The two-fold 
nPture of the work--evaluetion and stimulation to improvement--should 
be kept in mind. Careful, discriminating judgment is essential if these 
purposes are to be served sPtisfactorily. 
The checklists consist of provisions, conditions, or charact~istics 
found in good elementary schools. Although they are reconnnended pro-
visions, a school lacking some of them may have other compens~ting 
feetures. Space is provided to record these features as ad,;-.itional items 
or under Comments. '.rhe checldist i terns should be marked as follows: 
#if the provision or condition is mRde extensively; 
\/if the provision or condition is msde to some extent; 
X if the provision or condition is very limited; 
M if the provision or condition is missing and needed; and 
N if the provision or condition is not desirable or does not apply. 
Evaluations represent the best judgment of those making the.evalua-
tion efter all evidence including results of observPtions, consideration 
of N•tings on checklist items, and other datfl which rney be evailable 
have been considered. Evaluations should always be made by the local 
steff members even thougn these evaluations mHy .. be checked later by a 
visiting committee. 'l'he evaluRtion rAtings should be made by meRns 
of the scale defined below. 
5--Excellent; the provisions or conditions are extensive and 
functiontng excellently. 
4--Very Good; 
a. the provisions or conditions e.re extensive and are 
functioning well, or 
b. tne provisions or conditions are moderPtely extensive 
but are functioning excellently. 
3--Good; the provisions or conditions e.re moderatel;; extensive 
-- e.nd are functioning well. 
2--Fair;'·· 
---a. the provisions or conditions Bl'e moderPtely extensive 
but are functioning poorly, or 
b. the provisions or conditions are limited in extent but 
are functioning well. 
1--Poor; the provisions or conditions ere limited in extent and 
--- are functioning poorly. 
M--Missing: the provisions or conditions are missing end are 
needed; if present they would make a contribution to 
the needs of pupils. 
N--Does Not Apply; the provisions or conditions are missing but 
do not apply or are not desirHble for the chiloren of 
this community. (Reasons for the use of this symbol 
should be explained in each case under Comments.) 
'c Staff members may wish to use the symbols 11 4a 11 or 11 4b,11 11 2a11 
or n2b 11 • 
l. Adapted from Evaluative Criteria, 1950 Edition, published by the 
Study of SecondBry-School Standards. 
I. COl'1 TENT 
Checklist 
( ) l. Experiences in family living are utilized 2 s a be sis for 
instruction in handwriting (e.g., pets, new brother, 
~ visitors). 
( ) 2. School activities are used for occ2sion to prPctice nand-
writing (e. g., trips, movies, Assemblies, fund drives). 
) 3. Provisions are made to center writing activities around 
seasonal needs (e.g., letters to Santa, invitAtions to 
pe rents) • 
( ) 4. Provision is m:ode for ctlildren to express their thoughts 
on blackbosrd et frequent intervsls (e.g., birthday wishes, 
greeting to a new child}. 
( ) 5. Experiences in out-of-school life are used for instructional 
mPterisl in handwriting (e.g., clubs, hobbies, music 
interests). 
( 6. Experiences in co;;munity living are utilized 2s a basis 
for handwriting expl"ession (e.g., new policeman, new store). 
( ' ) 7. School experiences in their own classroom are used to 
develop handwriting skills (e.g., decorating room for 
1'hanksgiving, coloring Easter egp,s, new lights in room, 
goldfish) • 
) 8. Daily experiences in manuscript or cursive writing symbols 
are provided. 
) 9. Activities stress development of the following: 
( ) a. form 
)10. 
) 11. 
( ) b. legibility 
( ) c. 2peed 
( ) d. slant 
( ) e. :spacing 
( ) f. alignment 
( ) g. quality 
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Evielue tions 
( 
( 
) e. How extensive is the vrriety of hendwriting activities to 
meet the needs of children? 
b. How adeElu&te is the content of hendwriting activities to 
meet the needs of chiluren? 
Comments: 
II. l.J.ETHODS 
Checklist 
( 1. Discernible goals in hendwriting for eech child developed. 
) 2. Provision is made for grouping children according to their 
physicel handicsps, abilities, particulEr needs, snd 
ir.terests. 
3. Correct samples of writing sre demonstrPted at the board 
by the teacher snd by pupils. 
) 4. Areas for improvement ere cleerly indicated by the teecher 
in eveluating writing activities of pupils. 
( ) 5. Individual differences are considered WLJ.en using a hand-
writing scBle for comparison and measurer:1ent. 
) 6. Instruction in writing with ink is provided as pupils 
progress. 
) 7. Pupils exsmine, compare, and evl'luete their own progress 
periodically. 
) 8. Attentioc is given to the development of habits of 
correct posture. 
( ) 9. Writing instruction is indi viduslized r s much as possible. 
( ) 10. Children are sllowed to write with the left or right hand 
according to their natural tendency. 
( )11. Drill act~vities are mesningful and interestin~ to pupils 
(never s s form of punishment) . 
( ) 12. Group discussions of common class errors sre held. 
( ) 13. 'iiork in legibility and fluency is sui ted to the ability 
and achievement levels of pupils. 
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( 
)14. Individual instruction is given to fecilit~te slant, 
spacing, alignment, and general quality. 
) 15. Competition is not emphasized but welcomed as the 
opportunity arises. 
)16. A change to cursive from manuscript is made without 
emotional disturbance. 
) 17. 
Evaluetions 
a. How effectively do the methods of instruction meet the 
group needs of the· children? 
) b. How effectively do the methods of instruction meet the 
particuler needs of individual children? 
Comments: 
lii. El,;UIPlviENT AI\D IM'I'ERIALS 
Checklist 
1. At early elemente.ry levels large pencils and lerge sheets 
of paper are provided. 
) 2. At lAter elementary levels the size of paper and pencil 
are adapted to the needs of individual children. 
3. Desks and chsirs sre adjustable to the pllysical require-
ments of the child. 
4. Founte.in pens (including ball point) are used in class 
work as well as seperate pens and pen nolders. 
( 5. A large display board for samples of nandwriting in eech 
classroom is provioed. 
( ) 6. A printed and written alphabet form of the handwriting 
program used by the school system is supplied to each 
class. 
( ) 7. The lighting arrAngement in each classroom is a de qua te 
for writing needs. 
( 
8. Special equipment and m~>.terials are provided for left-
handed and physically handicapped children. 
) 9. Each classroom has blackboards at proper levels for pupil 
use. 
( )10. Visual Pids concerning handwriting are sv::dlable. 
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)11. Space is provided for keeping samples of pupil work 
to record growth in hf>ndwriting. 
) 12. 
( ) 13. 
Evaluations 
) a. Hov1 adequate is the variety of instructional equipment 
and materials to meet the handwriting needs of all 
clJ.ildren? 
b. How Hdequnte is the qualith of instructional "equipment 
and mRterials to meet tne andwriting need of Pll 
children? 
( ) c. How effectively are instructional equipment Pnd materials 
used? 
Comments: 
IV. 0\JTCubES 
No checklist items are prepPred for this division since they 
would be lnrgely repetitions of checklist items in preceding 
divisions. 
Evalm>tions 
( 
( 
( 
a. To whPt extent are pupils developing proficiency in the 
f'undRmentals of form in h~ndwriting? 
) b. To what extent are pupils developing legibility in tneir 
daily writing? 
) c. To what extent a r·e the pupils developing speed in 
hR!ldl7riting? 
) d. ;Iow effectively are PU!Jils improving their techniques of 
spacing and slant? 
) e. Hov·t effectively do pU]Jils Ppply the techniques of good 
handwriting in other school subjects'! 
f. Jow effectively ore pupils carrying over to out-of-school 
life the skills end hebits cieveloped in the in-school 
handv1ri ting program? 
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V. SPECIAL GriAHAC'J]IHi0'l'ICS 
l. In whAt respects is instruction in hAndwriting in this school 
most sAtisfPctory and commendAble? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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2. In what respects is their grer>test need for improving instruction 
in hAndwriting in this school? 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
